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Introduction 

"A long time ago, in a galaxy far far away" I was a C++ software engineer who relished the 
possibilities of software reuse at the enterprise level as a means of improving software quality 
and time to market.  Although, my dream was never broadly realized across the software 
industry there were pockets of success; development shops with component repositories and 
librarians.  Objects were engineered with reuse in mind, cataloged, and stored, then new projects 
poured from prior efforts utilizing proven objects.  “Those were the days my friend / We thought 
they'd never end / We'd sing and dance forever and a day / We'd live the life we choose / We'd 
fight and never lose / For we were young and sure to have our way.”  It was not to be; alas after 
ten years I surrendered to the power of the “dark side” leaving C++ behind for a life as a .Net / 
SQL developer and DBA leaving the idea of software reuse behind as well or so I thought. 

In my twenty years in the industry I have witnessed the growth and maturation of innumerable 
technologies.  In my opinion, one of the most remarkable transformations has been in the 
Microsoft Windows® domain; I am not suggesting that other technologies have not benefited as 
much or even more during this same period, simply that change in the methods for the 
development of software on the Windows® platform has been astounding.  The driving force 
behind the revolution in Windows® development has been the evolution of component libraries 
that have simplified the development process by reducing the commonly used code into reusable 
objects, the objects into libraries, and the libraries into the framework.  By definition a 
framework is a form of reuse on a large scale; however, the idea of reusing components built in-
house – within a development team or department – has yet to be widely adopted which, in my 
opinion, reduces the potential of the team. 

There are many benefits associated with software reuse including increased productivity, quality, 
and reliability; additionally, reuse reduces time-to-market and costs.  There are two forms of 
reuse: Horizontal reuse which refers to software components reused across various applications; 
and Vertical reuse characterized by the reuse of functional components across domain-related 
applications.  As a software engineer and SQL developer I found myself taking advantage of 
both forms of reuse, but as a DBA I find myself writing the same or similar queries to manage an 
instance, investigate a performance issue, collect metrics, etc. where horizontal reuse is 
beneficial.  Until recently my reuse has been incidental, powered by CTRL+C and CTRL+V from 
files stored on an 8GB flash drive.  I was motivated, to say the least, to modify my reuse strategy 
when the flash drive died (without a recent backup) taking with it all of my reusable queries. 
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The Script Manager 

The design goal of the Script Manager is to provide an easy to use, lightweight, useful repository 
for SQL scripts.  Script Manager is intended to be used by a small group, or even individually, as 
a repository for reusable scripts providing the benefits of reuse while limiting the costs of 
managing the repository. There are other tools available most of which have more features; 
however, the design goal to keep the interface simple and useful limits adding layers of 
functionality of potential little benefit for the average user.   

A typical Use Case for storage of a script may be that you have written a couple dozen lines of 
code calling various system objects to determine the cause of a performance issue.  The script 
provides you with exactly the information you needed to identify the root cause, then you think 
to yourself, “I should save this somewhere”.  Script Manager provides you with another option 
rather than saving a file to your scripts folder.  The advantages Script Manager provides include 
the ability to backup the repository (think dead 8-Gigger) and the convenience of searching for 
the scripts using tags, descriptive terms, the script source, or the script name.  As your library of 
scripts grows a click of the mouse allows you to share your collection with a friend and vice 
versa.  Use and maintenance of the Script Manager has been simplified to reduce the effort 
required to implement reuse in your daily routine. 

Saving a Script 

Saving a script in the Script Manager is intended to be an easy and quick task.  Simply copy and 
paste the SQL script text into the Script textbox, provide a name for the script in the Script Name 
textbox, a description of the functionality, purpose, etc. of the script in the Script Description 
textbox, an optional source (for example, you found the script on a WWW site) in the Script 
Source textbox, and optional tag terms for the script in the Script Tags textboxes.   

The most important entry during the process of saving the script is the description of the purpose 
or functionality of the script.  The descriptive text may be used during the script search and 
retrieval process to identify candidate scripts based on keyword matches.  For example, a script 
may be saved with the following minimal description: 

Returns the seeks scans and lookups of all indexes as a percentage 

The saved script would be identified as a candidate during a search that included the terms seeks, 

scans, lookups, or index(es).  When the optional Script Tags terms are populated during the 

save process then the search may be executed against the tags during the retrieval process.  

Finally, and potentially least useful, is the ability to search for saved scripts based on the 

optional Script Source field. 

Figure 1 represents the Script Manager’s Save Script view. 
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Figure 1 Script Manager - Save Script view 

Retrieving a Script 

There are three search options that are not mutually exclusive.  Using any combination of Search 
by Name, Search by Tags, or Search Description will provide more granular search results; 
however, any one search method may be used individually.  As described in the Saving a Script 
section increased detail provided during the save process using the Script Description or Script 
Tags fields will significantly improve the effectiveness of the retrieval process.  Figure 2 below 
represents the Retrieve Script view with all three search options activated: 
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Figure 2 Script Manager - Retrieve Script view 

When the Script Manager identifies multiple candidate scripts during a search the modal window 
shown in Figure 3 is displayed. 

 

Figure 3 Script Manager - Multiple Records Found 

The multiple candidate scripts are available for review in the Script Manager’s Retrieve Script 
view using the Previous and the Next buttons, as shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 Script Manager - Navigate over Multiple Candidate Scripts 

The SQL code of the candidate script is displayed in the Script textbox allowing the user to Copy 
and Paste the code into SSMS, or other Windows® destination. 

Reviewing All Scripts 

Script Manager allows the user to iterate over the contents of the repository in order to view each 
script in turn.  Iteration over the scripts is accomplished by using the Previous and the Next 
buttons on the Review All Scripts view as shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5 Script Manager - Review All Scripts in Repository 

Sharing your Scripts 

The primary purpose and goal of Script Manager is to empower the reuse of SQL scripts among 
the DBA / developer community.  In support of this goal Script Manager provides three 
functions to Export, Import, and Backup the script repository thereby allowing users to share 
their scripts. 

The Export function creates a SQL INSERT script containing every script in the repository then 
writes the collection of INSERT statements to a user-specified file.  Alternatively, the user may 
elect to Export the script collection as an XML file. 

The Import function reads an XML file created by the Export function storing the scripts in the 
repository.  To import scripts from another Script Manager repository that have been provided as 
a SQL INSERT script file simply execute the script in SSMS. 

The Backup function creates a full database backup of the repository storing the *.bak file in a 
user-specified location. 

The script sharing options are available under the Share menu item as shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6 Sharing the Repository 

About Script Manager 

My girlfriend loves my tool. 

 

Figure 7 About Script Manager 

Summary 
The Script Manager tool provides an easy-to-use repository for storing and retrieving SQL scripts.  The 

promise of the tool is the ability to quickly and easily reuse previously developed scripts allowing a 

developer to be more productive.  The tool is purposefully minimalist; it is not a “be-all-to-everyone” 

tool.  The feature set provides the necessary functionality to effectively store scripts and subsequently 

retrieve the scripts using either the name, description, or tags associated with the script when stored.  

The Script Manager may be installed for use by small development teams or used individually while 

providing a process for sharing scripts with others.   

The Script Manager is currently available without cost from the author.  Updates to the functionality 

especially the script search process will be made available as completed.  Enjoy. 
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